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Motivation & Objectives
• large lakes have a significant impact on regional climate
• evaluate FLake performance over
• even though FLake has become a landmark for lake parameterisation in NWP and
RCM’s (e.g. Mironov et al., 2010; Martynov et al., 2011), it has never been tested for tropical
conditions
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lake Kivu and lake Tanganyika and
understand seasonal & spatial
variability, also in contrast to other
models
• consortium of biogeochemists and
ecologists working on lake Kivu
need reliable information on
climate change impact on the
lake’s mixing regime
Method: FLake configuration
• FLake model (Mironov, 2008):
- 1D, two-layer bulk model
- mixed layer: uniform T
- thermocline: self-similarity of T-z curve
• FLake standalone configuration:
- artificial lake depth 60m
(21 April 2009)
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- initialisation: climatological profile January
- spin-up untill convergence (9 – 30 yr)
- no active sediments
- wind velocity tuned cfr. AWS Kivu: + 1 m s-1
- k tuned cfr. obs: 0.32 m-1 AWS control
(Schmid et al., 2005)
Method: data correction



















































KLO: k = 0.15 m-1
KHI:  k = 0.46 m-1
SHA: hLAKE = 30 m
DEE: hLAKE = 120 m
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• meromicitc lakes: correct mixing regime is only a delicate equilibrium
• need for careful model configuration
• near-surface temperatures are robust, however
Sensitivity: forcing fields
0.7 m s-117 %
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LakeMIP Kivu
• 8 models confirmed, data of 6:
– Hostetler, LAKEoneD, SimStrat, LAKE, FLake, MINLAKE2012
– (DYRESM, CLM4-LISSS)
• Unified protocol:
– two main simulations:
• Freshwater 60m
• Saline simulation 240m including CO2 and CH4
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– two forcing AWSs: 
• Bukavu
• Kamembe
– 240m: salinity, CO2 and CH4 as forcing data
– 240m: uniform equation of state (Schmidt et al., 2012) 
– 240m: geothermal heat flux  = 0.3 W m-2 (Schmidt, 2010)
– 1 year spin up
– mean lake’s k ( = 0.27 m-1)
– sensitivity experiments for k, geothermal heat flux, sediment routine, 
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• FLake shows good skill in the control simulation, but very low skill in 
most sensitivity experiments
• cfr. nonlinear response
Mixing seasonality controls?
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Surface energy budget
(Swayne et al., 2005)
( ) kznet,VIS inSW z   SW (1 ) (1 ) esβ α −= − −
,
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net NIR in L out wSW LW LW LHF SHF Qα+ − = + + +
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Conclusions & outlook
• conclusions
– FLake reproduces lake AGL’s thermal structure …
– … when correcting for u (and k)
– nonlinear response to deficiencies in input data and model configuration 
leading to regime switches
– 5 m temperature however much more robust
– Compared to other models, FLake shows good skill, but only for one default 
simulation!
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– lake Kivu’s mixing regime is regulated by RH and LWin seasonality
• outlook
– surface energy balance study from AWS (Stijn Bruggen)
– CCLM-FLake 2001-2012: Era-interim + evaluation
– CCLM-FLake 2071-2100: CORDEX (~0.0625°) + CC attribution
Thank you for your attention!
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Method: FLake configuration
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Method: FLake configuration





















CES: control excl spin-up
MIS mixed incl spin-up
MES: mixed excl spin-up
SES: stratified excl spin-up
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• preferred initialisation: climatology including spin-up (CTL)
mixed including spin-up (MIS)
stratified excluding spin-up (SES)
If no data available
If spin-up not possible
